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KARTER
DJ/Producer
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yournapi@gmail.com

Amapiano & Afro House
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Born in Cameroon and raised in Cameroon and Switzerland, Karter is a DJ/
producer who is at the center of a new era in Amapiano music. The enigma is 
carving out a brand-new sound that will resonate deeply with audiences across 
the globe. 

Karter makes music that embodies his hopes and dreams. For the talented DJ/
Producer, music is an art form that is reflective of his experiences, and by using 
his gift he can fully express himself and deliver a musical experience that is both 
unique but also engaging and relatable. 

Karter began DJing in 2018 mainly focused on Afrobeats, Hip-Hop, R&B, and 
Future sounds. The musician had his affinity for diverse genres of music 
embellished and firmly imprinted by icons such Barry White, Salt-N-Pepper, 
Marvin Gaye, Manu Dibango, and Pepe Kale. Other urban influences include Black 
Coffee for his love for the music, Boddhi Satva for his authenticity, Jazzy Jeff for 
his longevity and technical skills. Today Karter is an extremely versatile artist who 
is able to incorporate, integrate and accentuate his music across a plethora of 
well-known and niche Genres. 

Karter is also known as “The Sensei” and has garnered plaudits for his work in the 
heart of Zurich playing at bars and clubs such as Vior, Plaza, Hiltl, Hardone, and 
festivals such as Afro Fashion Festival and Afro Summer Jam. A well-established 
pioneer of Amapiano in Zurich he hopes to put Switzerland and Europe on the 
map of Amapiano. 
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Listen and download here: https://karter.ffm.to/aloa9 

“Return Of The Mack” by Mack Morrisson 
Amapiano Remix by Karter & K-Zaka 
Listen here: https://karter.ffm.to/2mydjow 

“Songi Songi” by Karter x Reo 
Wumela Records, 21.01.2022 
Listen here: https://ffm.to/vyr6wep 

Access to all available tracks and mixes here: hUps://ffm.bio/iamkarter

All Pictures we be deliver on demand

https://karter.ffm.to/aloa9
https://karter.ffm.to/2mydjow
https://ffm.to/vyr6wep
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Booking info 
yournapi@gmail.com 
iamkarter.com/booking 

Let’s trap some souls…  
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